


  

When an animal becomes extinct, it 
means that it can never exist again. 
There needs to be a male and female of 
a species for it to continue and once 
there is no male or female left, a true 
version of the species cannot be born, 
hatched or developed. 

Scientists can do many things to try to 
continue the survival of a species but 
once they cannot get DNA from a male 
and a female, they cannot create that 
species again. 

Many animals have become extinct 
because they are poached. This means 
they are killed illegally by hunters, 
usually for their body parts to be used 
in medicines or food. 

DNA – This is inside every part of a 
living thing and carries all the 
information about that species needed 
for it to continue to be reproduced. 
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Extinct: 10 000 years ago. 
Existed: 55 million to 10 000 years 
ago. 
Lived: over many continents 
Appearance: It had a bear-like body 
with large canine teeth which 
measured up to 30cm in length. 
Special features: They were excellent 
hunters and could open their jaws to 
120º! 
Diet: (carnivore) sloths, mammoths and 
mastodons 

Sabre-Toothed Cat 

The sabre-toothed cat is sometimes referred to as a sabre-toothed tiger but they 
were not from the tiger species. Their blade-like canine teeth meant they could 
easily stop their prey from escaping. They became extinct soon after their prey, 
the mastodon, became extinct. 



  

Extinct:  4000 years ago 
Lived: It evolved from Africa into North 
America and northern Asia and Europe. 
Appearance: They were similar to 
Asian elephants but they were covered 
in hair and their tusks were curved and 
up to 5m long. 
Special features: It was over 4m tall 
and weighed between 5 and 7 tonnes. 
Diet: (herbivore) leaves and plants 

Woolly Mammoth 

The woolly mammoth was related to the elephant but was covered in hair and 
had a layer of fat to keep it warm in the Siberian cold. They were hunted by 
humans for their meat and fur. Its habitat disappeared because of climate 
changes. Many mammoths have been discovered frozen in ice which has meant 
that scientists have been able to find out a lot of information about them.  



  

Extinct: 357 years ago in 1662 
Lived: island of Mauritius, near 
Madagascar 
Appearance: It was 1m tall and looked 
similar to a duck but without webbed 
feet. It is thought to have had greyish, 
brown feathers and a green beak. 
Special features: It could have weighed 
10 – 23kg. It couldn’t fly.  
Diet: (herbivore) seeds, roots and fruits 

Dodo 

The dodo was a large bird which could not fly with its small wings. It was first 
written about by Dutch sailors in 1598 but it was hunted by sailors landing in 
Mauritius for its meat and was preyed upon by other animals. The last recorded 
sighting of a dodo was in 1662. It is thought to have lived in woods. 



  

Extinct: since 1844 
Lived: rocky islands on the North 
Atlantic coasts, such as St Kilda, 
the Faroe Islands, Iceland and an 
island off Newfoundland. 
Appearance: They weighed about 5kg 
and their body was 75cm long. They 
had a long, hooked, black beak and 
short, strong wings. 
Special features: They couldn’t fly but 
could swim underwater. 
Diet: (carnivore) fish 

Great Auk 

The great auk looked similar to a penguin. It was hunted to extinction for its 
meat with large numbers of them captured and killed. The last one was killed in 
Iceland in 1844. Many of their eggs are on display in museums. 



  

Extinct: since 2000 
Lived: mountainous areas of France 
and Spain 
Appearance: It was like a wild goat 
with long horns. The males horns were 
curled. 
Special features: The males had black 
colouring but the females were lighter 
in colour and looked like a deer. 
Diet: (herbivore) shrubs, bushes and 
grasses 

Pyrenean Ibex 

The Pyrenean ibex roamed through France and Spain across the Pyrenees 
mountains. It lived in rocky areas, feeding off the vegetation. It is thought it 
became extinct through hunting and because it was in competition for food with 
other animals. There have been attempts to clone the Pyrenean ibex but it hasn’t 
been successful. 



  

Extinct: since 2011 
Existed: 8 million years ago – 2011 
Lived: south-west area of Africa in the 
sub-Saharan areas 
Appearance: They looked like black 
rhinos, could weigh up to 1400kg and 
could grow to a height of 1.8m. 
Special features: They had two horns on 
their head and had trouble seeing any 
distance so they relied on small birds to 
indicate danger. 
Diet: (herbivore) leafy plants and shoots 

West African Black Rhino 

The West African black rhino would sleep or wallow in mud during the hottest 
part of the day and graze when it was cooler. It was believed its horn had special 
value if ground up and used in medicines, which was largely why it was poached 
and hunted to extinction. Despite emerging around 8 million years ago, it was 
declared extinct by 2011. 



  

Extinct: since 1936  
(the last one died in a zoo) 
Lived: Australia and New Guinea 
Appearance: It was a slim animal that 
had a face like a fox and could weigh 
up to 30kg.  
Special features: It had a special pouch 
like a kangaroo to carry babies. 
Diet: (carnivore) wallabies and birds 

Tasmanian Tiger 

The Tasmanian tiger was also known as a thylacine, marsupial wolf and the 
Tasmanian wolf. The fur was beige with black stripes across the back. It hunted 
at night and was thought to be a threat to sheep, which was why it was hunted 
to the point of extinction. Some people claim to have seen it since 1936 but 
scientists have found no evidence of it still surviving. 



  

The Bleak Future of Many Animals 

There are many animals currently at risk of becoming extinct. People need to stop 
hunting them and destroying their habitats for industry and building. 

elephant Amur leopard sea turtle gorilla 

orangutan tiger 
See if you can find out about these 
animals and how we can help save 

them from becoming extinct. 




